IMPORTANCE OF A DNA ACTIVATION
This is the 22-strand DNA Activation that awakens your di‐
vine blueprint and heightens your connection with your High‐
er Self. It also enables you to bring in and hold more Light
(positive energy) in your physical body, empowers you to
maximize your potential to bring forth unrealized talents and
abilities, and gives you more energy and clarity.
It begins a process of releasing unconscious patterns (old
emotional traps we fall into), while increasing your ability to
use more of your brain and clears family and genetic karmic
patterns.

In addition to the Life Activation itself, this session also in‐
cludes several energy alignments to help you achieve a
sense of peace and connection between your mind, body
and spirit:
• Crown Cap Removal
• Central Core Balancing
• 16 Lotus Petal Awakening
• Elemental and Magnetic Line Balancing
• Chakra Balancing
• Negative Crystal Removal
. Etheric Cord Cuts
• Brief Reading
the Life Activation (formerly called the DNA Activation) is a
powerful healing modality that enables you to access your
potential in life and allows you to see and progress in your
journey of growth.
It infuses your body with pure Light, making it’s way through
blocks, issues, and weaknesses that we may not even be
aware of. It’s the first step to becoming who we truly are.
The Life Activation can be described as a light shining into a
dark corner. It makes visible what was hidden in the shad‐
ows, but more than that, it gives you the ability to work
through what you see. It is really an empowering experience
that has helped transform the lives of thousands of people
just like you!

This modality, or method, of healing is one of the founda‐
tions of human progress and growth!
Accelerate Your Life
Speed through your progress in life with amazing speed.
The Life Activation is proven to assist in growth and learning,
and helps to point in which direction to go on that roadmap
of life we all have inside of us.
Experience True Abundance
All the resources we could ever want or need are available
to use right here, right now! The Life Activation helps you to
access that flow of abundance and provide for yourself
everything you need in life and more.
Break Through Personal Blocks
Imagine a wrecking ball tearing through all the issues and
problems you never thought would go away. The Life Activa‐
tion is such a tool, allowing you to blast away those things
which hinder you from growth and success in life.
Improve Your Health
The Life Activation is more than a powerful way to increase
your potential, but also your health. It strengthens your im‐
mune system and helps you push through not only emotion‐
al and mental blocks, but physical ones as well.

Strengthen Your Relationships
We all interact with untold numbers of people throughout our
lives. With so much coming as you how do you know who is
safe or healthy for your life? The Life Activation helps you
connect to others in a positive and beneficial way, allowing
you to network success straight into your life.
Expand Your Ability To Shine
The Life Activation literally infuses your body with pure Light!
Having this most precious resource inside of you allows you
to spread hope, joy, peace, and love to everyone you inter‐
act with. This “light work” in its most basic and subtle form
truly inspires you to go further and reach as high as you can.
The benefits from this powerful and truly transformative heal‐
ing modality are countless.

Some of the great benefits (but not all of them) include:
• Relief from anxiety and stress
• Becoming physically infused with Light
• Allowing you to see more clearly who you are and where
you can go
• Greater physical energy and mental acuity
• Increased emotional stability
• Strengthened immune system and response
• Assistance in breaking of old unhealthy habits (like smok‐
ing, etc.)

• Increased brain function and thought clarity
• Assistance in increasing personal abundance
• Assistance in creating positive relationships
*WHICHEVER AREA OF YOUR LIFE YOU SEEK TO IM‐
PROVE, THIS HEALING WILL HELP.
MONEY, HEALTH, CREATIVITY, PRODUCTIVITY, ENER‐
GY, VIBRANCY,
RELATIONSHIPS, SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT, EMO‐
TIONAL WELL BEING, ANYTHING

